# Course Synopsis

**CREDIT HOURS:** 3  
**SEMESTER:** Fall 2020  
**COURSE DAY/TIME:** October 19-23, M 1-5pm; T-Th 8am-5pm; F 8am-12noon  
**LOCATION:** AGTS 225

**REQUIRED TEXTS:**


Additional resources may be encouraged based upon “selected” readings.

### Course Requirements:

1. **Attendance, reading preparation and participation**  
2. **Narrative criticism**: reading Scripture as Story  
3. **Annotated bibliography**: produce annotated bibliography for 4-5 of selected Lukan motifs  
5. **Final project**: write a 12-page essay built upon a specific theme or motif explored in Luke-Acts

Details on the course requirements, writing style format, etc. will be a part of the syllabus, which is currently available in D.Min. Central in CANVAS.